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dp I wonder why do I need to be root for that it's telling me that I don't have that file when I am root ezra-s, your argument doesn't make any sense why do I need to be root to show an icon on my desktop? I am the only one using that system what do you mean not to make sense ezra-s, you installed a program from the ubuntu repos. thus, only your user has access. that doesn't answer my question why
can't I show an icon on my desktop? ezra-s, you are *not* the only one. The system is comprised of many users. Only your user has access to only that user's desktop. and if I want to add another icon, I need to log into system as root? cfhowlett, again, I am the only one using that system why do I need to be logged in as root to add an icon on my desktop? ezra-s, this is ubuntu support not windows so...
Hello. Any way to check the TCP Window Size on 13.10? Guest89688, 13.10 support is in #ubuntu+1 until release right, I'm not here for that I'm here for an answer to the question that I asked you can't explain to me how that is relevant to my situation ezra-s, you are not making any sense. You ask a silly question. No one is able to answer it. that is a problem that needs to be fixed, not an answer to
my question why do I need to be logged in as root to show an icon on my desktop? f3e1b3768c
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